NOTIFICATION REPORT CJPM 160510-002

Group Name: USFK Korean Employees Union (KEU)

What: Registered Civil Gathering and March, 2,000 Participants

Where: In front of the War Memorial (USAG-Yongsan Area), Seoul

When: 1000 to 1700 hrs, 21 MAY 16

Why: To demand improvement in work condition.

How: Participants are expected to gather in front of the War Memorial displaying signs and banners while chanting slogans. At 1400 hours, the participants will march to Samgakji, Namyeong Station, back to Samgakji, Noksapyeong Station and back to War Memorial. The Yongsan Branch of the KEU has placed banners on the wall outside of the Gate 16. Other union activity might occur at or around other USFK installations.

Risk: LOW

Protective Response Actions/Measures: All agencies should coordinate with installation force protection and law enforcement activities in preparation for the appropriate level of security response. To obtain updated information regarding this civil gathering contact the USFK PMO at DSN: 738-8070, 6374 or CIV: 0505-738-8070, 6374.

Remarks: This event is expected to be peaceful. USFK personnel should avoid this area.

Information received: 10 MAY 2016, 1400 hrs.

This information was obtained from KNP.